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The objective of this work is to make NIMROD more robust
and easier to use in application to nonlinear macroscopic
extended-MHD dynamics of magnetically confined plasma.



Introduction: local interchange modes represent balances
among different physical effects at small spatial scales.
• With local MHD interchange, the physically stabilizing contribution is
singular mathematically and the drive is local.  In normalized reduced ideal
MHD:
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stabilizing bending from the singularinertia
destabilizing interchange

Φ is the streamfunction, x is flux-normal distance from the
resonance, and ω is frequency.
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Even with the ideal-MHD stability
parameter (Ds) at almost twice the
marginal value, a local interchange mode
has a nearly singular response.

Without bending, bounded solutions for
all Ds>0 (eigenmodes) exist for ω2<0.



With non-reduced, primitive-variable equations, several
numerical operations have to work well together at the
limit of resolution to produce the stabilizing effect.
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A " #$2 % F2 ; F " k &B = kxBx + kzBz ~ x2  (Alfven spectrum is A = 0.)
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• A relatively simple example is compressible g-mode analysis with mass
density increasing in y, supported by JzBx.

Substitute continuity into y-
comp of momentum eqn.A in numerator is from B⋅∇b & B⋅∇ξ.

Denominator & y-derivs are from eliminating ∇⋅ξ with total
pressure and different comps of momentum equation.

• Numerically, mesh-scale perturbations tend to excite the destabilizing
part while missing most or all of the stabilizing part.



CYL_SPEC findings: Results presented in August
motivate a limited use of discontinuous bases in NIMROD.

To summarize before presenting specific results:
1. Have the mesh spacing ~sqrt(iel/Nel), i.e. equal areas, near r=0.
2. Divergence cleaning with an auxiliary discontinuous scalar field helps

reduce artificial resistive effects at low resolution.
3. A reasonable compromise might be continuous expansions (except

divergence cleaner) with pressure of higher polynomial degree than
others.

4. Discontinuous pressure (plasma or total) helps interchange stability but
leads to many stable numerical modes, and physical dissipation terms
cannot be added without surface flux computations.

5. A limited use of FE ‘stabilization’ methods may help.  Only some results
show improvement; others are show further destabilization.

6. Penalty energies that are effective for ideal eigenvalue computation
(Degtyarev, CPC 43) are not well suited for systems with first-order time-
derivatives.



2. With few elements and lower-order bases, the standard
divergence cleaner allows more artificial reconnection.
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• Our divergence cleaning is based on diffusion of error:

• The ∇ϕ term is integrated by parts in weak form, so the auxiliary
scalar may be discontinuous across element borders.

Computations for a physically stable kz=-1.5, Ds=0.200
mode show less numerical growth with a discontinuous
auxiliary scalar (of degree one less than that of B, V, and
p) for h- and p-method.

The eigenmode with χb1≠0,
χb2=0  shows less artificial
reconnection in 40-element,
pd=4 results.



4. Results with discontinuous pressure of the same
polynomial degree are close to being stable at low resolution.

• Computations with discontinuous p of the same poly. degree as B and V
show very small growth of the physically stable mode at low resolution.
• Previously shown discontinuous-p spectra had p one degree lower, as in
the brown-circle results here.
• All of the cases shown here have uniform-area meshes.



The “interface damping” cases have relaxation of pressure
discontinuity along element borders.

p−           p+

• Relaxation on each side of interface:
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• In weak form along interfaces with q representing
discontinuous weight functions:
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• This additional term damps numerical modes that are
discontinuous along element borders.



CYL_SPEC results with separate n and T expansions
appear to be comparable to results with a p expansion.

Comparison of results with both n and T
discontinuous, with only n discontinuous, and
with n discontinuous and of reduced degree.

Results with equilibrium density
profiles show similar levels of
numerical growth.

• These results also indicate that continuous T-expansion is okay, which
is needed for the existing thermal conduction implementation.
• Spectra for spatially uniform equilibria (not shown) have ω=0 modes.



Discontinuous bases in NIMROD: The results from
CYL_SPEC motivate testing in NIMROD.

• Two evolution equations can be treated in a new way.
• Magnetic evolution uses a temporary discontinuous scalar
field.

• The number density is treated as a discontinuous scalar field.

• Only linear V0=0 conditions have been considered so far.
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NIMROD implementation: To achieve a working code, only a
small number of modules needed significant development.

• Basis functions:
• A new lagr_disc_mod largely mirrors lagr_quad_mod, but it shares
the lagr_quad_type type definitions.
• The ‘interior’ arrays are used for discontinuous fields.
• Vector types have a new arrtmp array for collecting coefficients of
continuous and temporary discontinuous fields in one structure.

• Rblock matrix computations:
• Information for indirect addressing is defined in element degree-of-
free (DOF) lists during allocation.
• These lists of indices simplify the looping for matrix construction.

• Temporary discontinuous data is combined with element-interior data for
static condensation.
• For the discontinuous-n advance, matrices are local to each element, and
the ‘condensation’ step fully solves the set of matrices.
• There are new ‘management’ and ‘integrand’ routines for n.



NIMROD results: Tearing and interchange computations are
being used to test the new representations.

Perturbed axial current density with
grad(div(b)) cleaner and B of
polynomial degree 3.

Perturbed axial current density with
grad(φ) cleaner, B of polynomial
degree 3 and φ of degree 2.

• Here, a standard cylindrical 0-β tearing test shows that code
modifications for divergence cleaning with the auxiliary scalar function.



Divergence cleaning with the auxiliary scalar alters
divergence errors that are obtained in the tearing test.

Growth rates with varied levels of divergence
diffusivity.  The mesh is a packed 24×24,
elements are bicubic, and Δt = 100 τA.

Divergence error levels with divergence
diffusivity varied.

• With the auxiliary scalar of 1 degree lower than that for B, divergence
cleaning plateaus as the diffusivity is increased.

• With the old cleaner, the matrix solver fails at divbd=104, but the matrix
appears to remain relatively well conditioned with the auxiliary scalar.



Varying spatial resolution at fixed divergence diffusivity reveals
slightly different convergence properties.

Growth rates (left) and div error at fixed pd(B,V)=3.

Growth rates (left) and div error with a  24×24 mesh.

• In these computations,
Δt = 50 τA, and the
divergence diffusivity is 1.

• With the auxiliary scalar,
divergence errors are
higher for the same
diffusivity value.

• Both approaches
converge to the same
growth rate.



The implementation of discontinuous-n is demonstrated
with the physically unstable interchange case.

Perturbed n from a computation with a
uniform 64×64 mesh.  B and V have poly.
degree 3, and φ and n have degree 2.

Zoom of Vz shows that this eigenmode
is not fully converged.

• In the interchange tests shown here, the equilibrium has uniform
temperature, and p_model is ‘isothermal’ so that the temperature
representation does not affect results.
• A mesh scan produces γ=2.3×10-3 (16×16), 5×10-4 (32×32), and
7.53×10-3 (64×64).  Converged should be 8.88×10-3.



Results on the physically stable case do not reproduce the
strong stabilization found with CYL_SPEC.

Vz w disc. n & φ, pd=2,
others pd=3, 16×16.
γ = 4.7×10-4.

Same case later in
time.
γ = 1.4×10-3.

Disc. n and φ, pd=3,
others pd=4, 16×16.
γ = 7×10-4.

Cont. n and ∇(∇⋅b)
cleaner pd=3, 16×16.
γ = 3.6×10-3.

• The discontinuous-n representation lowers growth rates somewhat, but whether
the expansion has the same polynomial degree as other fields or is reduced by 1
has little effect.

• The scalar divergence control makes the growth much less sensitive to the error
diffusivity.

• Adiabatic computations with discontinuous n and nonuniform Teq tend to produce
overstable noise.



Conclusions / Thoughts

1. Divergence cleaning with an auxiliary discontinuous scalar field helps
reduce artificial resistive effects at low resolution.

2. Bullet from summer: A reasonable compromise might be continuous
expansions (except divergence cleaner) with pressure of higher
polynomial degree than others.  Results with NIMROD disprove this.

3. Discontinuous pressure (plasma or total) of the same degree as other
fields looks promising from CYL_SPEC results but has not been confirmed
with NIMROD.

4. The unphysical interchange modes with discontinuous n tend to be noisy
and may be amenable to numerical dissipation.

5. The semi-implicit operator effectively uses another representation and
may contribute to the numerical growth.





Introduction: Convergence from the ‘stable-’ or ‘unstable-
side’ refers to numerical results for a given mode:
  Too fast/slow at low resolution?
  Will a physically stable mode grow?

Convergence results for a physically
unstable interchange mode in a cylinder
demonstrate the different behavior.

• Lütjens and Luciani (CPC 95), note that conv. from the unstable
side may be tolerable for eigenvalue computation, but it generates
high-k noise that affects nonlinear time-dependent computation.
• Resonances may occur throughout the domain.



Previous work examined numerical convergence on
interchange with low-order methods.
• MHD eigenvalue solver representations:

• Gruber and Rappaz (Springer-Verlag, ‘85) use low-order finite elements
in flux coordinates with the continuity of each ideal displacement
component tailored to allow ∇⋅ξ=0 in each element of ERATO
computations.

• They introduced a hybrid method, with extra expansions related by
element integrals to allow convergence from the unstable side.

• Degtyarev (CPC 43) applied a penalty method in variational
computations to control numerical modes.
• Bondeson and Fu (CPC 66) applied a ‘Tunable Integration Scheme’ to
adjust convergence behavior in ideal MARS computations.

• Nonlinear computations:
• Lütjens and Luciani (CPC 95) use a piecewise quadratic expansion of
magnetic flux with piecewise linear streamfunction to achieve stable-side
convergence in resistive computations with XTOR.



CYL_SPEC is being used to investigate many possible
expansions and formulations.
• 1D cylindrical geometry with                              is a compromise
between non-trivial geometry and rapid development.
• Run-time parameters are used to select basis functions.

• Basis functions in r may be continuous and discontinuous spectral
elements of arbitrary polynomial degree.
• Basis vectors are orthogonal, and the two for the θ-z plane may
rotate in r to follow B0:                     .

• Changing formulations requires minimal coding.
• Three configurations are considered: 1) uniform Bz to check stable
waves, 2&3) a peaked-pressure profile where Ds decreases
monotonically in radius, and m=4 is stable/unstable depending on kz.

• Modes resonant outside r = 0.466 are stable.
• For kz=-1.5, rs=0.507, and Ds=0.200; for kz=-1.78, rs=0.371, and Ds=0.443.
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4. Discontinuous scalars (ϕ and p) of one polynomial degree
less than the vector-field expansions improves convergence
properties with respect to interchange (results from last year).
• These older stable-case computations have uniform mesh spacing.

• Computations with discontinuous p and ϕ that are 1 degree lower show smaller
numerical growth than continuous representations of the same polynomial degree.
• The results are not as good as reducing the degree for V or increasing that of p.



Test results on stable oscillations are not favorable for the
expansions with discontinuous scalars.

• The Χ, Λ, Ζ 2nd-order system (green diamonds) is very accurate.
• The expansion with discontinuous p and ϕ one degree lower (black) shows
low-ω modes and spectral pollution above the Alfvén modes.


